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Preface

Asia’s AI Agenda: The Deep Dive Editions is a series of briefing 
papers by MIT Technology Review. It is a follow-on project to 
research published in October 2016, which surveyed business 
leaders from across the Asia-Pacific region. New insights were 
gained through in-depth interviews conducted between May and 
June of 2017. We would like to thank all participants in this research 
project as well as the sponsor, human capital management solutions 
provider ADP.

MIT Technology Review has collected and reported on all findings 
contained in this paper independently, regardless of participation or 
sponsorship. 

July 2017
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1. Asia’s AI Agenda: 
The China deep dive

In Asia’s AI Agenda: The Deep Dive Editions, MIT 
Technology Review is reexamining the trends 
in technology, venture capital, government, and 

enterprise strategy that are converging on this 
region to drive adoption of innovations in artificial 
intelligence (AI) and assessing how specific Asian 
markets are taking advantage of these trends. This 
holistic view of AI’s trajectory and its manifestation 
in each of four markets—Singapore, China, 
Australia, and India—has revealed that advances 
in automation technology are quickly changing the 
way Asia’s firms manage and develop their human 
talent, forcing them to examine the very nature of 
what a “job” is.

AI and automation are changing the ways 
firms manage and develop human talent in each 
of Asia’s economies. China’s government and its 
leading Internet technology firms, such as Alibaba 
and Tencent, have already committed significant 
research and investment to these technologies. 
The result is a very real possibility that China’s 
technology ecosystem may secure a leading role in 
defining AI globally. 

Specific AI and machine-learning technologies 
and shifts in enterprise culture have captured 
the imagination of policymakers and business 
executives across Asia. In China, demographic 
pressures are driving an automation overhaul in 
its manufacturing sector as the country looks to 
retain (if not increase) its central position in global 
supply chains. These same pressures, coupled with 
the growing demands of the country’s increasingly 
wealthy and digitally savvy consumers, are causing 
firms in all sectors to invest in chatbots and AI-
enabled customer experience management 
systems.

In China, demographic pressures 
are driving an automation 
overhaul in its manufacturing 
sector as the country looks to 
retain (if not increase) its central 
position in global supply chains
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2. Asia’s AI Agenda
Business leaders in Asia see disruption, not disintermediation, in future AI deployments

Asia-based senior executives in global 
firms believe that artificial intelligence and 
robotics will have an immediate, profound, 

and positive impact on their business performance. 
While much of Asia lacks the depth in technical 
skills and R&D facilities needed to keep pace with 
AI development, there are significant pockets 

of the natural resources that economies need 
to promote and develop their own machine-
learning capabilities. China, India, and other large 
Asian economies generate a copious amount of 
data, which is critical to pushing AI’s capabilities 
forward. Australia and Singapore, despite their 
small size, each punch well above their weight in 
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Figure 1: AI’s impact on industries in Asia
(1 being least positive, 5 being most positive)

* Sectors for which only the “Average” metric had a statistically significant number of respondents.

Source: MIT Technology Review’s “Asia’s AI Agenda”.
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the development of indigenous R&D resources 
for AI, and they have clear visions for how 
machine learning can complement and enhance 
the competitiveness of their established leading 
industries. 

Ironically, given a common presumption that 
AI will be responsible for disintermediation of 
jobs at all levels, it is Asia’s human capital—the 
billions of constantly Internet-connected workers 
and consumers—that will propel AI development 
in the region farther and faster. In October 2016, 
MIT Technology Review surveyed over 60 Asia-
based senior executives to gather perspectives on 
the impact of AI and robotics on Asia’s business 
landscape. Additionally, two dozen human-capital 
professionals were polled to assess the impact 
on jobs in Asia—and the future of their roles in 
particular. 

Overwhelmingly, these respondents felt that 
technological advancements in AI and robotics 
will have very positive effects on most industrial 
sectors in Asia. In last year’s survey, Asia-based 
executives also felt even more positive about AI’s 

ability to add value to their own industries—with 
the exception of respondents in financial services, 
who were less confident. 

Most executives surveyed responded that 
they felt AI would significantly improve their own 
competitiveness in Asia, especially their process 
efficiency and their ability to delve into customer 
data to achieve better insight. Again, responses 
from the financial industry lagged the average. 
However, only a small percentage of global firms 
are currently investing in AI development in Asia, 
according to the survey.

Significantly, the HR executives surveyed 
for Asia’s AI Agenda felt that adoption of AI and 
robotics will result in significant job losses in Asia 
over the next five years. Unsurprisingly, nearly 
all these respondents felt this would soon have 
a major impact on their roles and functions. 
Specifically, they expected to move into broader, 
and more strategic, productivity management 
roles. They said they believe that their roles will 
encompass the management of both human and 
artificial talent in the next five years.

HR will be tasked with managing overall productivity,  
and therefore both man and machine (66.7%)

HR will keep managing people,  
and only people (33.3%)

Source: MIT Technology Review’s “Asia’s AI Agenda”.

Figure 2: Human resources 

Yes (70.8%) No (29.2%)

Yes (87.5%) No (12.5%)

Will advancements in AI and robotics lead to substantial job losses in Asia over the next five years? 
(% of respondents)
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The Chinese leadership has singled out AI as 
a new strategic focus and growth engine. 
China enjoys two important competitive 

industrial assets in AI. The first is the country’s 
data ecosystem, which—thanks to its massive 
online population—already generates vast amounts 
of useful data to speed machine learning. The 
second is its global leadership in manufacturing 
and logistics. Both of these sectors are expected 
to undergo a revolution thanks to automation 
and robotics. The Chinese market for AI-related 
services is already substantial: it is forecast to grow 
to RMB9.1 billion (US$1.3 billion) by 2020, up from 
an estimated RMB1.4 billion (US$203 million) in 
2015, according to the Beijing-based consultancy 
iResearch. McKinsey projects that China’s AI 
application market will grow at 50 percent year over 
year, surpassing the 20 percent CAGR expected 
globally.

Beijing is drafting a national development 
plan for AI, including a dedicated fund to facilitate 
the technology’s adoption in economic, security, 
social-welfare, and environmental applications. 
Many of China’s top universities and institutes 
are conducting extensive academic research 
in the field. In 2015, the country surpassed the 
U.S. in the number of published journals related 
to deep learning (a branch of AI focused on 
developing technology to teach machines to learn 
by themselves), according to the U.S. National 
Science and Technology Council. Talented Chinese 
research scientists and students are already 
widely recognized as leaders in the field and have 
collectively led global growth in AI-related patent 
applications in recent years.

AI development in China is also increasingly 
led by its Internet sector. The country’s biggest 
technology companies— Baidu, Alibaba, and 
Tencent, often collectively known by the acronym 

BAT—have extensive AI laboratories and projects 
worth billions of dollars. Many other companies 
across information and communications technology 
have also established branches to develop and 
adopt AI in their business. 

Funding for AI initiatives hardly seems to be 
a problem in China. Besides government support, 
there is plenty of venture capital, which is shifting 
away from big data. The market research firm 
Venture Scanner, which tracks AI funding, ranks 
China second globally after the U.S., with US$1.1 
billion raised—primarily by a growing crop of more 
than 200 Chinese AI startups, according to a 
research report coauthored by Netease. 

Thousands of factories in China are turning 
to automation in a government-backed robotics 
revolution. Many manufacturers have little choice 
but to adopt advanced automation and AI if they 
want to reduce their costs and remain competitive. 
“We may soon not have enough young people who 
can work in factories,” says a senior director and AI 
research scientist at one of China’s largest Internet 
firms. “Using machines to replace people to perform 

3. China’s road to AI excellence
China has embraced automation and AI as its primary levers for economic transformation

Thousands of factories in China 
are turning to automation in a 
government-backed robotics 
revolution
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repetitive work is a must, and we have already 
observed (some success) with robots deployed in 
China’s automotive factories.” 

China is already the world’s biggest operator 
of industrial robots, according to the International 
Federation of Robotics (IFR), which reports that 
in 2015 sales of industrial robots there jumped 20 
percent, to 68,000—far surpassing the 50,000 sold 
throughout Europe. While China still relies heavily 
on foreign technology to fuel its automation drive, 
its domestic capabilities are growing: Chinese 
robot manufacturers supply nearly a third of the 
country’s demand, according to the China Robot 
Industry Alliance (CRIA), and Chinese production 
of articulated robots has grown 36 percent year 
on year since 2010. Despite this, China still has 
just 49 robots installed per 10,000 manufacturing 
employees (vs. 176 in the U.S.), meaning that 
Chinese demand will remain the main driver of 
growth in the global industry for some time yet. 
By 2019, the IFR reckons, 40 percent of global 
sales will be in China, driven by falling prices, 
more capable technology, and higher adoption 
among China’s small and medium-size enterprises, 
along with enduring demand from established 
high-intensity manufacturers in such sectors as 
automotive, electronics, metals, and machinery. 
Mobile robots called automated guidance vehicles 
are also increasingly deployed in China’s logistics 
and e-commerce sectors.

However, many feel China’s automation efforts 
are insufficient to achieve real, transformative 
growth; as the AI research scientist notes, 
“AI investment is also necessary for China’s 
manufacturers to push their limits, to reduce human 
labor as much as possible, in order to remain 
competitive in global markets.” 

Many Chinese firms, particularly those that are 
both technology- and customer-focused, are looking 
at AI not only as a tool for internal efficiencies, but 
as a lever for enriching the customer experience—
and, ideally, creating new sources of value. Dr. Tong 
Zhang, the director of Tencent’s AI Lab, describes 
four primary directions that his firm is exploring to 
exploit the technology’s potential in this area: “The 
first is creating smarter chatbots and increasing 
agent access to information, to enhance customer 
experience. 

Then we look at how AI can analyze online 
content to increase user understanding and make 
better recommendations. Advertising revenue is the 
third area—we are looking to find ways to match 
preferences better. Finally, we want to increase 
the ability of ‘social’ AI devices, including the next 
generation of phones and vehicles, to use natural 
language in their interactions with humans.” 

In March 2017, the public cloud division of 
Alibaba announced new AI services targeting 
healthcare and manufacturing, respectively called 
ET Medical Brain and ET Industrial Brain. The latter 
will make available tools for production process 
monitoring, energy efficiency, and predictive 
maintenance. Alibaba has had a public cloud-
based machine-learning service called PAI since 
2015. Chinese enterprises are increasingly using 
cloud services, and accessing AI-based products 
and services on the cloud, to the point that AI 
has become a selling point for cloud platforms. 
The convenience and increasing ubiquity of cloud 
services available to Chinese enterprises may 
accelerate adoption of AI applications. 

The convenience and increasing 
ubiquity of cloud services 
available to Chinese enterprises 
may accelerate adoption of AI 
applications
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Baidu, China’s Internet search giant, opened a 
new augmented-reality lab in Beijing to develop AR 
marketing tools. Last year, the company created 
two headline-grabbing AI and augmented-reality 
investment vehicles: the US$200 million Baidu 
Ventures, in which Baidu will directly invest in 
promising emerging AI- and AR-related technology 
and firms, and Baidu Capital, which seeks to raise 
US$3 billion from capital markets to focus on mid- 
to late-stage startups. 

Much, if not most, of Baidu’s R&D development 
over the past three years has reportedly been 
AI-focused, much of it in critical infrastructure 
and industries such as healthcare. The company 
recently launched a healthcare chatbot called 
Melody, which gathers medical details from 
patients before they see the doctor. Such process 
management applications are designed to address 
China’s deepening doctor shortage: with 189,000 
general practitioners, the country has only 0.2 family 
doctors per 1,000 citizens, compared with 0.6 and 
1.5 in Korea and Australia, respectively, according 
to OECD data. The shortfall is exacerbated by 
attrition, as graduates seek other professions to 
escape the long hours and low wages in medicine; 
research conducted by Taiwan’s National Yang-
Ming University found that while 4.7 million students 
graduated from China’s medical programs over the 
last decade, only 750,000 actually took up practice 
in the country. 

Another sector sparking AI-related investment 
and R&D is financial technology. Chinese 
consumers are rapidly moving toward non-bank 
and cashless alternatives, such as Alibaba’s 
US$60 billion financial application Alipay. Fintech 
businesses in China and Hong Kong received 
91 percent of venture capital funds raised for 
businesses in Asia last year—some US$10.3 billion, 
or nearly half the world’s total, according to VC-
industry analysts CB Insights. 

Much of Baidu’s R&D 
development over the past 
three years has reportedly been 
AI-focused, much of it in critical 
infrastructure and industries 
such as healthcare 
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For all China’s advantages in enthusiasm, 
investment, and clear vision about the 
potential of technology to mitigate productivity 

challenges, many other factors could slow its 
progress in AI. One potential bottleneck to 
deploying AI-enabled products and services is 
regulation. Recently, concerns about personal 
privacy and geographical information security have 
halted the licensing of Pokémon Go and several 
domestic location-based AR concepts. A new 
cybersecurity law, which went partially into effect in 
July of this year, also proposes restrictions on firms’ 
use of personal data in China. But such data is a 
primary “natural resource” that AI developers need 
to enhance machine learning. 

Lack of widespread AI expertise may also 
constrain the pace of adoption in China. A 2016 
McKinsey survey of executives across a number 
of sectors found shortage of talent to be the 
primary obstacle to formulating an AI strategy. Less 
than 25 percent of AI practitioners in China have 
more than 10 years of experience in the industry, 
compared with 50 percent in the U.S., and the 
report found that the handful of Chinese universities 
with machine-learning programs are currently not 
focused on developing real-world applications.

This is the primary conundrum for China’s AI 
industry, according to a senior director and AI 
scientist at one of China’s main Internet firms. 
“China has almost all the required capabilities: 
capital, R&D infrastructure, big data, and talent. Yet 
at the moment, the researchers and scientists who 
know AI technologies best may not understand 
China’s market and its application scenarios very 
well. It is hard for them to develop products that are 
really needed by the market.” 

China could fill this gap by promoting deeper 
collaboration between academic researchers and 
industry participants.

Much of the trouble, in the opinion of Tencent 
AI Labs’ Dr. Zhang, could be mitigated by a cultural 
shift within Chinese firms looking to leverage AI. 
“As this technology becomes smarter, it will simply 
become a fundamental part of all firms’ customer 
experience management ,” he says. “A firm must 
create and accommodate a culture which helps 
humans change and adapt while these technologies 
are being integrated.” 

4. A lot—but not yet enough 
China has applied capital and talent in its pursuit of AI self-sufficiency, but now it needs 
time and experience 

“A firm must create and 
accommodate a culture which 
helps humans change and adapt 
while these technologies are 
being integrated.”
Dr. Tong Zhang, Director, AI Labs, Tencent
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Asia as a regional economy is poised not only 
to benefit greatly from advancements in AI 
technologies, but also to define them. Their 

transformative potential is so well understood in 
China’s political, economic, and business circles 
that AI investment is often seen as a key strategy 
for reorganizing the nation’s economy in anticipation 
of the demographic, environmental, and other 
challenges it faces. AI, when deployed correctly, will 
not eliminate jobs so much as deconstruct them and 
reorganize them around groups of competencies, 
enabling both humans and machines to work in more 
productive ways. While there are still gaps, China’s 
AI ecosystem is extremely comprehensive, with 
world-beating levels of technological competencies, 
financing, government promotion, and corporate 
drive. 

AI adoption in China does, however, face a 
significant challenge: a disconnect between the 
country’s growing technical expertise and the 
ability of its business leaders and managers to 
guide the introduction of AI applications in their 
operations. “Enterprises need to find (or develop) 
their own employees who understand how AI can 
help their business,” observes a senior director and 
AI research scientist at one of China’s main Internet 
firms. While Chinese firms find it increasingly easy 
(and cheap) to access a growing pool of AI-based 
process automation capabilities on demand from the 
country’s numerous cloud platforms, he says, “talent 
with an AI background—people who understand 
both the technology and industry requirements (for 
its application)—will be greatly needed in industries 
such as finance and healthcare now, and in all other 
industry sectors soon.”

To take best advantage of AI technology, 
business leaders will have to actively participate in 
data analytics projects, and they must be willing to 
share best practices and insights. 

They will also need to champion the integration 
of automation and machine-learning-based 
process improvements into their firm’s broader 
talent management programs. AI may start to 
disintermediate roles and responsibilities in China 
and across Asia, but it will enhance and redefine far 
more capabilities, and increase the productivity of 
both firms and workers. 

5. The cognitive firm
Listening to machines—and employees—to enhance productivity

While there are still gaps, China’s 
AI ecosystem is extremely 
comprehensive, with world-
beating levels of technological 
competencies, financing, 
government promotion, and 
corporate drive
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A Time Line of AI
After a century of ups and downs,
artificial intelligence is getting smarter.
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Oliver Selfridge presents a paper in England 
describing Pandemonium, a new model of a 
neural network based on lower-level “data 
demons” working in parallel with higher-level 
“cognitive demons” in order to perform pattern 
recognition and other tasks.

Marvin Minsky publishes his foundational paper, 
“Steps Toward Artificial Intelligence.” 

In what would come to be described as the 
world’s first computer game, Spanish inventor 
Leonardo Torres y Quevedo debuts El 
Ajedrecista, a machine that can automatically 
play chess thanks to a simple algorithm built into 
its mechanical design.

In a paper that helps establish a practical goal 
for artificial-intelligence research, Alan Turing 
proposes a game to answer the question “Can 
machines think?” He predicts that by 2000 
computers will be able to pass as human more 
than 30 percent of the time.John McCarthy, Marvin Minsky, and 

Claude Shannon organize a summertime 
research meeting at Dartmouth that 
brings together the leading thinkers 

on information theory, artificial neural 
networks, and symbolic logic, christening 

the field “artificial intelligence.” 

Neuroscientist Warren McCulloch and 
logician Walter Pitts present a calculus 

based on neuron-like “logic units” that can 
be connected together in networks to 

model the action of a real brain.

Frank Rosenblatt demonstrates the 
Mark I Perceptron, an attempt to create 

an artificial neural network for image 
recognition that the New York Times 

calls the first step toward a computer 
“able to walk, talk, see, write, reproduce ... 

and be conscious of its existence.”

DARPA sponsors its first “Grand 
Challenge,” which pits research teams 
against each other to design driverless 
vehicles capable of independently 
traversing the Mojave Desert.

Google’s AlphaGo decisively beats the 
world champion of the complex board 
game Go. 

Google acquires DeepMind 
Technologies, a small London-based 
startup focused on deep learning, 
a relatively new field of artificial 
intelligence that aims to achieve tasks 
like recognizing faces in video or words in 
human speech.

Ernst Dickmanns and collaborators equip 
a Mercedes van with video cameras, 

microprocessors, and other electronics to 
demonstrate autonomous driving at almost 60 

miles per hour. After much other AI research falls 
short, DARPA cuts the project’s budget.

AI takes a hit when philosopher Hubert 
Dreyfus publishes “What Computers 
Can’t Do,” a manifesto challenging the 
predictions of AI researchers, and scientist 
James Lighthill pens a pessimistic review 
of progress in AI research in the U.K., 
leading to funding cuts. 

Joseph Weizenbaum demonstrates ELIZA, 
the world’s first chat program, which is able to 

converse using a series of preprogrammed 

the ImageNet Large Scale Visual 
Recognition Challenge with deep-
learning software that could within five 
guesses identify a thousand types of 
objects about 85 percent of the time, a 
huge improvement in accuracy.

IBM’s Watson defeats Jeopardy! champions 
Ken Jennings and Brad Rutter in a televised 

the computer amassing more than three times 
the winnings of its human competitors.

Cynthia Breazeal designs a sociable 
humanoid robot named Kismet that is 

able to express emotion and recognize 
cues from interaction with humans.

A backgammon program developed by 
Hans Berliner defeats the reigning world 

champion in a match, the first time a 
computer has defeated a champion-level 

competitor in an intellectual game.

IBM’s Deep Blue chess computer 
avenges its prior defeat to world 
champion Garry Kasparov in a tense 
match commemorated in a documentary 
film, The Man vs. the Machine.

Douglas Lenat begins the Cyc project, an 
ambitious attempt to create a common-
sense knowledge base that can 
eventually become self-educating. Little 
progress is seen for decades.
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